
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

“I have wanted for years to develop a rifle that embodied all the elements I have liked about various
competition rifle designs I have used, but with none of the shortcomings. I believe we have now
attained a rifle design that has virtually no compromises. The TUBB 2000 was engineered with shooter
performance in mind, not just rifle performance, and that is the real difference.”
DAVID TUBB, 10-TIME NATIONAL NRA HIGH POWER RIFLE CHAMPION

Champion shooter, David Tubb, and Rock McMillan of McBros. Rifle Company Inc., announce a new precision
centerfire rifle — the “Tubb Universal Bi-camming Bolt-action” — TUBB 2000 for short.

OVERVIEW

The TUBB 2000 was engineered to deliver state-of-the-art competitiveness out of the box: install sights and
it’s ready for the firing line or field. The TUBB 2000 is intended to be simply the finest centerfire target rifle
available. The goal was to develop an extremely accurate precision-built centerfire rifle that was completely
adjustable to the individual shooter. It achieves this goal through carefully chosen components and the highest
quality CNC machining technology in the industry. The TUBB 2000 is not just an equivalent alternative to cus-
tom modified rifles: it is a clearly superior choice.

ACTION

The action is machined from 17-4 stainless steel to true benchrest quality standards. The design features a
solid top with a loading port. This increases action stability, stiffness, and strength. The loading port is easily
accessible and is angled to aid the shooter in single loading rounds. The TUBB 2000 is fed via 10- or 20-round
box magazines. 

Low effort bolt operation was a key goal in the design of the TUBB 2000 action. The exclusive bi-camming
design employs two cams that engage during bolt lift to radically reduce bolt lift effort. Bolt lift is 75 degrees.
The cone-faced bolt has two locking lugs which are narrower and taller than on conventional actions. This
design allows the magazine to be mounted higher in the action for smoother, more positive feeding.

The bolt handle is designed for superior performance in sustained fire operation. Its ergonomic shape allows
operation with a single finger, if desired. 

The bolt is machined from 9310 carbon steel and rides back into the butt extension, under the shooter’s face
so the bolt can be operated without the shooter having to change his head position. This low center of gravity
also improves the rifle’s feel and performance under recoil. TUBB 2000 is also equipped with a patented
adjustable elastomer recoil reducer. 

The action features a full-length picatinny rail that will accept Weaver®-style mounts. The action’s
adjustable sight mounting system allows the rail to be mounted at one of three pre-set mounting angles — 
0, 5, and 10 degrees — to allow the shooter to level the sights to fit his shooting style. A custom base is avail-
able to mount match iron sights. All barrels have a small section at the muzzle turned down to accept a clamp-
ing-style front sight mount or cant indicator. 

Lock time in the TUBB 2000 is approximately 1.40 milliseconds — nearly three times faster than a Model
70™ Winchester®. 
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[more]



BARREL CONFIGURATION

All TUBB 2000 rifles feature a hand-lapped Schneider stainless steel match barrel with the exclusive “Tubb
Contour.” This unique contour maximizes accuracy and minimizes weight — it’s the perfect balance. According
to David: “It’s a contour where the barrel wouldn’t shoot one bit better if it was one bit bigger.”

The TUBB 2000 is a “switch barrel” gun — it’s designed to be easily rebarreled by the customer. A custom
action wrench is available. This feature means that the same rifle can support different calibers and uses.
Finished barrels in all calibers are available for customer installation. 

The TUBB 2000 is currently available in the following calibers: .243 Winchester; 6BR; 6mmX (.243
Winchester shortened 0.130 inches); 6mmXC (6mmX with 30-degree shoulder); .260 Remington (6.5mm-08);
7mm-08; and .308 Winchester. [Please call to discuss special requests for chamberings, barrel lengths, etc.]

FEATURES

The TUBB 2000 uses the superb Anschütz® fully-adjustable two-stage trigger (with safety) — it’s the finest
available to the precision rifleman. This trigger can also be adjusted to provide single-stage operation.

The buttstock assembly, forend, buttstock clamping block, and magazine housing, trigger guard assembly are
made from 60-series aluminum, hard anodized in the customer’s choice of 7 colors — light and dark teal, pur-
ple, red, forest green, bronze, and black. These four parts are each available in any of the listed colors, allowing
the purchaser to design his own distinct rifle. [Color choices available only on TUBB 2000c.]

The buttstock is FULLY adjustable for length, height, cant (angle), and offset. The cheekpiece is adjustable
for height. An easily accessible knurled wheel allows the shooter to adjust the cheekpiece from the shooting
position. Shooter comfort is further augmented by an ergonomic pistol grip. All adjustment features on the
TUBB 2000 were designed for easy shooter access. The butt extension, clamping block, shock housing, and
buttplate all have index marks to allow the shooter to record and repeat adjustment settings.

The tubular forend can be rotated and positioned to accommodate the shooter’s preference. An integral
accessory rail accepts a custom adjustable handstop or bipod. The forend also incorporates a built-in barrel
heat wave blocking system which eliminates optical distortion in the sighting plane.

The TUBB 2000 disassembles easily and can be transported in two pieces. Its all-metal design and preci-
sion-made parts mean there is no zero change resulting from reassembly. The TUBB 2000 is unaffected by tem-
peratures and weather conditions and is also very rugged and durable in the field.

AVAILABILITY

Currently, there are two versions of the TUBB 2000: the “competition” 2000c and the “tactical” 2000t. All
rifles have a 25-inch barrel. The 2000c has a bead-blasted action and barrel and comes with a single-round
loading device to meet NRA High Power Rifle Rules for action depth for the standing position. Available custom
sight mounts incorporate a front 22mm globe with integral level and a rear base that accommodates popular
precision target sights. The action and barrel on the 2000t have a durable black finish. 

Available accessories include finished barrels ready for customer installation, extra 10- or 20-round maga-
zines, cleaning rod guide, adjustable bipod, custom adjustable handstop, forend weight rail, and cant indicator.
Please see “Specifications & Highlights” page for more details on rifle package configurations. 

A left-handed version of the TUBB 2000 is coming soon.

CONTACT: Creedmoor Sports Inc. 
Phone: (800) 273-3366
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TUBB 2000 SPECIFICATIONS & HIGHLIGHTS

ACTION
• 17-4 fully machined, benchrest quality
• 9310 carbon steel machined bolt with cone face, two locking lugs
• Ergonomic bolt handle for single-finger bolt operation
• Exclusive Bi-Camming design for easy lift, with short 75-degree lift
• Angled ejection port
• Super fast 1.40 millisecond lock time

STOCK
• 4-Way fully adjustable butt extension, index marks for repeatability
• Cheekpiece adjustable for height
• Tubular forend, fully adjustable for rotation, built-in heat wave block
• Ergonomic pistol grip

BARREL
• Schneider stainless steel hand-lapped custom match barrel
• Exclusive “Tubb Contour” for maximum accuracy at minimum weight
• Short throat chambering for optimum accuracy and maximum life
• Calibers: .243 Win., 6BR, 6mmX (.243 held 0.132 short), 6mmXC (6mmX/30° shoulder) .260 Rem., 7mm-08, 

.308 Win.; others: please inquire (magnum bolt face coming soon)
• “Switch barrel” configuration for easy barrel replacement by customer, action wrench and barrels available

FEATURES
• Anschütz® fully adjustable two-stage match trigger w/safety: weight range 8-30 ounces (can be set for single-stage use)
• Action is drilled and tapped for sight mounting at 0, 5, and 10 degree settings to level sights to shooting style
• Action-length picatinny rail accepts Weaver®-style scope bases or available custom match sight mount
• Choice of 7 colors in TUBB 2000c: light and dark teal, red, purple, forest green, bronze, and black
• Weight approximately 12 pounds
• Built-in patented SofShot® adjustable elastomer recoil reducer
• 2000c competition or 2000t tactical configuration
• “No bedding” design eliminates zero shifts from disassembly

ACCESSORIES
• 10- and 20-round magazines
• Custom adjustable handstop
• Cleaning rod guide
• Cant indicator
• Forend weight

COST [please inquire, prices are subject to change]
• TUBB 2000t – $CALL

[package includes one 20-round magazine, barrel mounted cant indicator, front and rear sling swivels]*
• TUBB 2000c – $CALL

[package includes four 10-round magazines, single-loading device, adjustable handstop, cleaning rod guide, 
and choice of 7 colors]*

• Barrel w/action wrench – $CALL
[Tubb Contour Schneider custom stainless match barrel completely finished and ready for customer installation]

*[Single accessories and custom package configurations are available; please call to discuss options and pricing]


